
Distribution Logistics FMCG Winery Retail

Construction Services

Agriculture

E!cient
and flexible

Industry
focused

Short
implementation time

Automatic
software upgrades

Data and
application security

SocrateERP is a modern solution in cloud, developed by BITSoftware, that includes
enterprise resource management and reporting capabilities for businesses that activate in
various industries.
An open platform built on an architecture that allows for easy application expansion for
specific needs and integration with other software or devices to meet the specific needs of
organizations.

E!cient Business
SocrateERP - complete business solution

ERP&CRM&BI for modern companies that want
to e!ciently manage all processes in the
organization. The built-in business engines

allows automatization of processes in order to
becomemore e!cient in handling the

company’s activity.

Low Cost
SocrateCloud is scalable, flexible, and

adaptable and frees you from the upfront
capital costs (infrastructure), o"ering a

predictable pay as you go subscription model
that makes cash flowmanagement and

planning much easier. The cloud infrastructure
provides best data privacy, security and

availability.

www.bitsoftware.eu
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SocrateERP
Accelerate your business performance



SocrateERP Architecture
SocrateERP is based on a modularized architecture which provides scalability at highest rates, supporting
multiple servers, very large transaction volumes, many users, adaptability, in order to maintain the shortest
possible lead time in development and deployment. More than that, on the cloud, there is no downtime, because
we can upgrade each module independently on a continuous release management philosophy.

Platform/technology
Independent of the operating system
Databases: Postgres 13.x (provided by
Amazon Aurora PostgreSQL)
Technology: J2EE & SOA
Application Server: Tomcat 9.x.
Infrastructure: AmazonWeb Services (AWS)
RESTfulWeb Services
User interface: Ajax-GWT
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Rapid development
application platform
Quickly build new apps
Easy integration
Workflow and business engines
Modularized architecture
High scalability and availability
Rich Internet Architecture
Web Services & API

Leanwise implementationmethodology
BITSoftware introduces a lean implementation methodology, knowing that the performance of an organization
is determined by its construction. That construction model is made of a process model, an interaction model
between the actors in the company and an object model of the ‘company world’. Those models provide more
transparency about the mapping of the ERP product on the organization, giving everybody much more
information about the applicability of the software for the company and the possible gaps in the software that
have to be solved. Although models are specific for particular companies, within SocrateERP approach, several
models for specific branches/verticals are already developed and available, making the implementation faster
and easier.

STANDARD

Instance type: Shared
Max. 25 users

Max. Documents / Month: 10.000

PROFESSIONAL

Instance type: Shared
Max. 50 users

Max. Documents / Month: 50.000

ENTERPRISE

Instance type: Private/Non-Shared
Max. users: Unlimited

Max. Documents / Month: Unlimited

SocrateERP Editions

BIT Software S.A.
1st Rozelor St. | Bra#ov - 500381, România
Tel: +40 368 412120 | Email: office@bitsoftware.ro
www.bitsoftware.eu


